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" This invention relates toadvertising ‘or 

‘a like ‘signs‘or devices ‘adapted to- helillumi 
‘ nated ‘during the day‘bydaylightzadniitted 
through‘ an "opening in the top of the device, 

‘f5 hereafter referred to as the‘ window,‘ as the. 
- opening'mayin‘fact bean opening or glaz¢ 

‘ 111g, having in mind that it functions for the 
admission of‘ light‘ whlch 1s afterwards re 

“ ‘ ‘ ?ected‘to the sign characters throughwhich‘ 
‘~10 itfis diffused.‘ ' ‘ ‘ “ 

“One‘object of the present invention is to 
devlse ‘an ’ arrangement ‘ of‘ reflectors 1n de 
vice of the lnndlreferred to which will‘ avoid 

1 ‘any ‘loss of “light admitted into the device, 
dne to reflection ‘backthroughethelwindow 

_ from re?ectors disposed to directadmitted 
light to the sign walls, and further to con 

‘ servebhh admitted ‘light so that allis “ultié ’ 
mately utilized‘ inwilluininating "the sign 

‘ (“62,0 characters. 
a 3 Another object is to devisea manufacture. 
‘wherein ‘the cost of ‘productions i'sfekceed- > 
‘h1g1? small'as compared with Present day 
practice." ‘ " '- w , a: 

1x125: A‘feature‘of constructions accordingto the 
as present ‘invention is the employment of " 

a curved re?ectors for re?ecting daylightyadi 
‘ ‘mitted into‘ the device to the signcha'ra‘cters. 

Another‘ feature ‘is the employncentv of re— 
“ "3° ?ectors contiguous to‘the opening orwindow 

for’ directing‘ downwardly into the‘: 'jdevice 
light re?ected‘ upwardly therein." Such reé“ 
‘?ectors used‘ in combination ‘with re?ecting’ 
surfaces carried ‘onthe side walls virtually 

" “ ‘ ‘:35 form a trap for the admitted light and con 
‘ ‘ trol of the reflection‘within the device so that 

‘ ‘by repeated ‘re?ect-ion" all the light‘admitte‘d ' 
is directed through the signfcharac'ters and, 
none ‘allowed-- to She 'lost by ’ reflection “back 

i ‘140, throuo'h‘the window of thedevic‘e. ~ ’ \ b 

‘ Such formof constructionmay beconé 
'sidered‘ as equivalent to that ofanon-‘return 

“ valve because ‘the device 'so lconstruoted ‘5 per 
‘ mits the‘ flow of‘light ‘intoi'the device'b'ut 

‘45 prevents the return flow through the admis 
$10111 opening, the {exit forqthe’ lightZ being 
"constituted solely-by the sign characters of 
‘the device or that area allottedas aground 

‘ for‘ the sign characters, as hereafter more‘ 
50 lfullytexplained?j' *1 " ~ ‘ “ 5 " i having‘ in mind that it {is desiredthatall the L 

‘ Preferablyfan advertising device" ‘corn; 
‘prising‘re?ectors contiguous to‘ the opening‘, 
as herein described, comprises alsov re?ectors 
opposite the window or the sign which either 
‘directly ‘or, through the agencyfof the re?ecé 
tors ‘contiguous to the opening, direct light 
to the sign“ walls “carrying the signchar‘ac-I 

The re?ectors-Xcontiguous ‘to the window" 
opening maybe ofl‘jolane or; curved forms 
and as hereafter explainedthe devicelmayhe‘ 
produced with the ‘walls all‘ integral by f 
moulding atube‘ of transparent material, for 
instance, glass lto incorporate the necessary 
re?ecting surfaces ‘and window opening. ‘ 
Informing an advertising device‘ ‘suitable 

forthe display‘of two “advertisements at the 
same‘ time‘ in‘ ‘ opposite‘ directions, "the detice 
preferably‘ includes‘ two“ opposed j‘sign “walls ‘ 

- carryingsign characters‘aa‘n‘d‘mutually re- P 

col 

‘A, preferred construction relating‘tothef 
productioncf advertising“ signs havingre 
?ectors‘1 contiguous‘. to 1‘the’ window’ "as herein 
described, by way offe‘xarnple in the 
accompanying drawings. » ‘ i 9‘ l ‘ " 

Fig.’ 1 shows diagrammatically in vertical 
section the application of the" invention , to a 

a sign made ' front ‘a? glass ‘tube ‘ and “including 
two sidewalls intended to‘ carr‘ylsign char 
actersso that aldisplay‘is made simultane 
ou’sly in two; opposite‘ directions; ‘ _ Figs. 2‘ to 6 are‘diagrammatic,‘indicating 
the formation ‘of the re?ecting walls ;" , 
HFig. 7 shows pictoriallyanother construc~ 

‘tion in‘ which‘the re?ecting walls are inte» 
gral ; 

VIII offFig?T; ‘I “ ‘ 
@Befe‘rring now _ 

the device‘is that part ofthe, section ‘lying 
between the reference cl1aracters_X—‘—X at 
the .to V of thedevi'ce, and besides the ‘window’ 
thetu eis provided with sixfacesindicated 

thereferences 1 to 6, twomoffwhicly?’and I 
‘55 are intended to‘bear‘ sign‘characters," and 
the curvature of the faces varies ‘in accord: 
ance with? the angle‘ of incidence ‘of the in 
coming rays ‘ striking. the respective faces, 

‘to “Fig. 1, the :windowjo‘f , 

FigQ‘S beingasectiononthelineuVIlI¥r > ‘ 
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received light is directed on to the faces 2 
and 5. The faces 1, 6, form a border or 
frame to the light admission opening consti 
tuted by the window aforesaid. 
The tube constructed as illustrated in Fig. 

1 is adapted to collect and re?ect rays from 
whatever angle they may arrive between 
zero and 180° and to direct the rays down 
wardly. 
The light re?ected upwardly by the re 

?ecting faces 8 and 4 is returned downwards 
towards the sides 2 and 5 by the re?ectors 6 
and 1 contiguous to window X—X, at the 
same time the re?ectors 1 and 6 are capable 
of receiving light emanating from low angles, 
i. e. from near the horizon, and of directing 
this low angle light downwardly into the 
device. , 

It will be seen, therefore, that the tube has 
two characteristics; it includes re?ecting sur 
faces, viz. surfaces 1 and 6, by which at least 
a double re?ection of the incoming light 
takes place to acquire the ultimate down 
ward direction of the light to the sides, 
and the re?ecting faces which immediately 
downwardly direct the incoming light im~ 
pinging on them. 
The direction of incoming light is clearly 

indicated by the lines shown on the diagram, 
for instance, the line I—I shows the path of 
light entering from very nearly the horizon 
on the right hand side of the tube, the rays 
striking the face 6 and then re?ected down 
wardly towards the panel 5, the line 11-11 
indicates the path of a ray entering from im~ 
mediately above the sign and striking the 
bottom face ll. This light is re?ected on 
to the top face 1 and then directed down 
\vardly from that face to the opposite side 
face 5. The line III-—III indicates the path 
of a ray of light striking the face 5 and being 
re?ected (downwardly) according to the or 
dinary law of optics to the opposite side face 
2, if it does not pass through (as indicated 
in the ?gure) sign characters on the side 
panel 5. The line IV—IV indicates the 
path of a light ray entering from an angle 
towards the horizon on the left hand side 
of the tube striking the side face 2 and then, 
if not passing through, is directed across the 
tube and slightly downwardly. towards the 
face 5, similarly to the ray on path Elm-III. 
The path shown by the lines V——V shows 

the entry of light from vertically above the 
tube and striking the bottom face 3 which 
is re?ected thence to the face 6 and then 
downwardly to the side face 2. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that 

supposing the faces 2 and 5 are sign panels 
that all the light‘received from horizon to 
horizon is directed through the sign panels 
and emerges in all directions. ‘By such an 
arrangement an extensive ?eld of vision for 
the sign is obtained and a greater brilliancy 
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than heretofore. 
is avoided. 

It will be obvious that the curvature of the 
walls of the tube may vary in accordance 
with the width of the opening X—~X of the 
tube and in accordance with the desired angle 
downward of the re?ected light. 
The faces 1 and 6 may provide concave re 

?ectors as shown or they may be plane re 
?ectors. Also the bottom re?ectors 8 and Al 
may be set at a smaller angle to the contigu 
ous sides 2 and 5 respectively so that they 
form a re-entrant angle equal to an angle 
between the sides 3 and 4 shown in Fig. 1. 

Generally speaking, it may be stated that 
the walls of the tube are optically construct 
ed so as to re?ect all the light entering 
through the opening X——X on to the side 
Walls such as 2 and 5 of the tube. 

If necessary the‘ glass utilized may be a re 
inforced glass, e. g. a glass in which wire net 
ting is embedded. 
By such form of construction all the ad 

mitted light is utilized by the re?ection and 

At the same time dazzling 

‘repeated reflection to pass throughvthe sign 
walls of the device and as the sign walls 
themselves are re?ectors, if the light does 
not pass through the actual characters on the 
sign walls it is reflected back to the charac 
ters on the other walls and not absorbed by 
the walls. 
The reflecting surfaces of a sign as herein 

described, may be made up from separate 
panels instead of being integrally formed 
and the curvature of the several surfaces may 
be attained by utilizing strip material. A 
tubular sign constructed, for instance, accord 
ing to Fig. 1 may be made of corrugated or 
ribbed glass, and such construction attains a 
diffusion of the incoming light which is 
subsequently re?ected through the sign 
panels. ’ 

To give an ornamental grounding to the 
characters themselves, mu?ied or shaped glass 
may be employed, such as ornamental or 
“cathedral”7 glass. Alternatively, the char— 
acters may be formed in ground or frosted 
glass so as to give a matt effect. ' 

wWhatever the glass employed for produc 
ing a repeated re?ection within the adver 
tising device, or to vary the ornamental 
nature of the sign shown up by the illumi 
nation, the re?ection of the admitted light, 
as herein described and claimed, results in 
rays of light passing through the sign char 
acters and emerging in varying angles. 
The invention also involves anovel method 

of manufacturing daylight signs which meth 
od consists in forming the tube from glass, 
as, for example, by blowing and converting 
the tube into a mirror, whereby a novel form 
of advertising device is produced, viz. a sign 
constituted by atube of transparent ma" 
terial, e. glass, of which the walls vconsti~ 
tute a carrier for, or are converted into, re 
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“?eeting surfaces, except for.‘ the ‘area occupied 
by the sign characters, and‘al longitudinally 
disposed‘larear as a window ‘:for? the admission 
of light, whereby the light admitted ithrnugh 

‘ e re?ected withinthe device‘ and 
dissipated through the‘sign characters.‘ 

‘ Conveniently, the characters may ‘be 
‘fo‘rined ‘during the ‘formation ofthe tube, as 
for exampleyby blowing or moulding.‘ To 
this end the mould‘ may have an interchange 
able portion carrying' the‘ signcharacters so 
that the mould may be easily adaptedl for 
‘each sign ‘to’ be constructed.‘ » 1 

The conversion may be attained by an ap 
plied‘ coating "of re?ecting material or metal, 
or ‘by chemicallyforming- a layer of ‘re?ecting 
substance. 
theicarrierslfor the mirrors. ‘ v r v ‘ 

‘ “Signs as'herein describedlirray be ‘formed 
' eby' mirroring the outside or the inside‘ of’ the 
tube,‘ preferably-the outside; the mirror being. 
translncentzw Charactersinay be delineated 

‘ by applying- opaque lacquerwto‘ thebutside 

"25 

so 

oi’ tl'ie‘tube except forthe area covered ‘by 
the characters, and in this ‘way thetranslu 
centinrrror will be converted into a mirror 
propenexcept for the sign‘ character areas 
which‘would' be translucent permitting the 
‘transmission of light‘ rays; 

Alternatively, the characters. :be 
formed orr‘thetube ‘by'sand blasting ‘or ‘other 
wise abradingthe tube." ‘ " 

“ The delineation of'tlie sign bharacters: may 
“be ei'lected by selectively inodifyingthe trans- ‘ 
luccnt‘ characteristiclcf- the noirrorito form 

_ ‘contrasting areas delhieatingIthe“ signs. ‘ 

" ‘Figures, 2—e—6,5Fig'. _ U _ e 
y l in which the ‘characters of ‘the sign aresand 

‘ ‘50 

the ‘signcanbe supported? -. 

‘- ‘Preferably; howeveig‘part ot‘the mirrored _ 
surface is ‘rendered opaqueyso that the sign 
‘characters are delineated byj‘the. di?'usion‘ot 
thev light‘ through them" against?therdark 
ground» ' 
As hereafter‘nror'e fully explained‘ifatubu 

‘lar signmay be com'pletedby sealing-the ends 
‘o'f‘the'f‘tube against admission of light, tor 
"instanceyby the‘ use ofendj platesbymwhi-ch 

to ‘the diagran‘ilnatic 
2=shows a glass‘zwall‘ Gr 

Referring now 

blasted asindicated at‘ G and thew-all silvered 
toforina ‘mirror as‘ indicated at S‘exceptfiori 

‘the "areacovered by the characters ‘of the‘sigii. 

has 

A mirror may be ‘formed lbylth‘e ‘useb‘oifa 
silver nitrate‘ SllVGI‘IHg' solution. or mercury 

‘ aina'lgaih or‘ by applying‘rnetal ‘foil. and ‘then 
a7 transparent lacquer will be applied to? pre 
‘Yvent-r the 11i1irror so formed blackening nnder 
>at1nosbheric effects." ‘r “ “ 

‘ Alternatfvely, ‘ as in Fig; “*3; the 
silvering ‘.may be en“ ‘the » outside of the“ wall 
“covering 1» it entirely, ‘or 'as'jsho'wn,‘ excepting 
‘the areas over thesign characters. _‘ ‘In ‘this 
case‘ the silveringl-‘t'will‘ be .coyered“ ‘with ‘a 
"‘backing‘xexcept where‘ it Lcov‘er'si‘the char 
acters)“ usually presenting ‘ blachfsurfaceso 

In eithercase the wallssbecome 

‘admitted ‘even ifyther‘centrai ‘ 

may conveniently ‘b 

as to produce thegreatest contrast between a 
the groundingi‘andi thewcharacters. ~Con 
veniently, the black‘. grounding may be a" 
tained by applying a lacquerlto .the'rsilvering 
coating; a transparent lacquer can beapplicd 
where the mirror covers’ the characters to 
avoid atmospheric effects. . ‘1 - ‘ '. 

As an alternative‘to ‘forming-the;lettering 
by sand‘ ‘blasting; the glassfitself may ‘be 
frosted or inatt; glass,'_ aslindicated by the 
reference Gf‘inFi‘g. 4,‘ so thatthe- characters 
C silhouetted by the grounding will have sub4 
stantially the same effect- as if they were‘sand 
blasted 011 plainglass. ‘ “Thefmirror maybe 
applied to the. back as indicated,‘ andma's 
already explainedrwith referen‘ceto Fig‘, 3.. 
» Furtherythe charactersma‘y. be obtainedtby 
etching;v or grinding‘as well ‘ICHQ-Wn-JH the art.‘ 
To ‘increase the reflection‘ value‘. or ‘ artlstic ‘ 

eifect ofthe wall,‘ the Wall maybe; formed 
from ribbed‘ or muffled glass, as ingdicatedin 
li‘ig; 5 by reference G2 or magmas maybe-of 
the kindzknown 
dral” glass.“ ‘ 

as‘ “ornzunentalm For; catheé 

With- a .view to Still time brightening. 
the-characters the glass lnayilbet thinnérin ' 
the area in which the characters are‘ formed. 
Convehiehtly, this may be‘ attained‘?by ‘forni- - a‘ 
‘ing the chara'cterswon eachiside of the‘glass 
‘as'i‘ndlcated‘ at C and C’ in“ Fig. 6‘: o ‘Alternal 
tiyely,,theglass“inay be thicker inthersarea. . a 
‘of‘the characters, which latter may be ‘lino-tild 
ed integrally with thelpl‘a'tej“ r » a 

‘ Any‘ of the ‘constructions. mentioned with 
regard to‘Figs4,v "5 “and 6, maybe/utilized 

> whether?the silyering‘ is‘. eitherlinside‘ or out 
side' as‘ ‘described withxreference 1to: Figs.“ 2 
andi3pgqi“; ,_ In the constructions shown in Figs’? and18 
the is advertising ‘ device. comprises]: walls ‘ ‘all 
integral lwithi'one anothenfrah’d is ofltnbnlar 
form andt‘io‘pen’yr’ attlle top ‘for the'adrnission 
of lightthrough lSOWfrornthe slkyiv if 

“ Light will enter thebpen‘ top. of thejdeyice 
through ‘all anglesthrough ISQ 91 ‘ (“as/the sign 
is hung ‘withfthe ‘\‘Wl‘IldOWVQ-lII" a horizontal 
plane, the 180° ‘includes allithe lightaya‘ih 

side walls directly;erindirectlyif . V ‘ 

In stating that the adye‘rtising‘ldeyice is 

the‘ backs of each of: the several‘: lwalls'yto“ the 

Vf‘open’? at‘ the top‘ it does-‘not in ‘fact inean 
’ that there is necessarily“ no top'wall‘. ‘ There ' 
is in ‘fact a topwall‘of glass ‘whichyas‘be'fore 
stated may beTmu?led. or’ ribbedglass; e; a 
window, thereby the?‘adyertisi. ‘l‘evice is 
open for the "admission ot‘light. ’ 

it is not necessaryijf‘or the WllOlGiOf?llGl ‘to-‘constitute anaope‘nifng forlight, ‘in some 
positions‘ of a sign su?icient lio'l 

“oil thetop 
wall islopaque." ' :1 _ 
The tubular design 30ft’. ady'ertisi 

formed by ‘b 
tube in glass, as neranbefere‘explained; aha 

it maybe i ‘ 

device 7, 
g 1* the 
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by providing end frames 7 carrying opaque 
walls, 8, 8, to which hooks 9 may be secured 
for the purpose of suspending the device 
from a cantilever system diagrannnatically 
indicated at 10. 
The characters on the two signs may be in 

staggered relation so that a mirrored sur 
face is opposed to a character and vice versa. 
Light entering the open top will strike 

the convex face of the top walls, the side walls 
and the bottom walls, which latter are joined 
together preferably to obtain a somewhat 
parabolic form for the lower portion of the 
device, from which the light will then be 
transmitted either directly to the side walls 
2 and 5 including the characters C and which 
are silverecl as hereinbefore explained so as 
to convert these walls into mirrors over areas 
not occupied by the characters. or to the con 
cave top walls 1 and 6 from which the light 
is re?ected back again to the opposite wall 
carrying the characters C. 
By such an arrangement the light which 

comes from various directions through the 
open top is re?ected again and again until it 
is brought to the desired direction, viz. 
through the characters C. 
Although advertising signs in the form 

of tubes or prisms have been shown, obvi 
ously these forms can be varied in shape in 
various ways so as to attain the main object 
of the invention, viz. utilizing the whole light 
entering the open top by repeated re?ection 
until finally the light passes through the 
characters. . ’ ’ 

A device of the kind described is cheap to 
manufacture as all the walls formed from 
glass may be made in one operation and the 
silvering of all the walls may be done at one 
and the same time, only the top wall being 
omitted from this process. In the same way 
to provide the contrasting ground 011 the de 
vice a black lacquer may be applied to the 
outside of the tube leaving only the top wall 
and the actual characters, and further, it 
should be understood that the characters may 
themselves be covered with a coloured lacquer 
when it is desired to give the characters a 
colour, although this might also be attained 
by colouring the re?ective surfaces of walls 
directing'light through the characters. 

Instead of forming the walls of a trans 
parent material such as glass, the tubular 
casing forming the advertising device may 
be formed from material such as synthethic 
resin, celluloid, cellulose, gelatine, mica or 
other translucent or transparent material 
which lends itself to the manufacture of a 
device with the walls all integral with one 
another. 
The method of manufacturing signs in 

volving moulding or blowing a plurality of 
walls all integral with one another, may be 
also applied to a device wherein a silhou 
ette or vignette is re?ected. 
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The device may be completely tubular as 
herein described or substantially of channel 
section, for instance, by omitting the top 
wall. 

Instead of forming a device, as herein de- ,, 
scribed and illustrated, with the walls inte 
gral, a hollow advertising or like sign may 
be constructed to comprise a plurality of ?at 
and/or curved panels which are capable of 
transmitting or diffusing light through the 
areas occupied by the characters of the signs 
and of re?ecting light from the contiguous 
areas, particularly when frosted glass is re 
quired to be utilized. 
A device according to the invention may 

include means such as a ?tting in the top 
wall for the reception of an incandescent 
light so that the sign may be used at night 
time where diffused light is not available. 
The characters of a sign, instead of being .. 

on the re?ecting wall, may be on a super» 
imposed ?exible transparent material, and 
conveniently passed over rollers so that the 
signs may be changed, e. g. the walls 8,Fig. 
7, may carry the rollers either horizontally 
orvertically disposed so that the material 
runs transversely or lengthwise respectively 
of the device. 
The invention covers also the construction 

of glass tubing for use in making an adver 
tising sign including side walls for the sign 
characters and corresponding top and bot 
tom walls and an intermediate top wall in 
tended for an opening for light, the said 
side walls and corresponding top and bot-4 
tom walls being designed so as to be adapted 
to form re?ectors to re?ect light entering 
the open top directly or indirectly to the side 
walls, and particularly‘ covers a glass tube 
comprising seven facets as illustrated in Fig. 
1 of the drawings herein, that is to say, three 
at the top of the tube, the intermediate top 
facet forming the opening X—-X for light 
into the tube, two bottom facets and two side 
facets, the arrangement being such that if 
the facets are formed into mirrors the ad 
mitted light striking the top facets is di— 
rected to the opposite side facets, the light 
striking the bottom facets is re?ected to the 
top and thence to the side facets, and the 
light striking the side facets and not pass 
ing through them is directed to the opposite 
side facets. 
What I claim is :—— 
1. An advertising or like sign adapted to i 

be illuminated by daylight comprising in 
combination diverging side walls one of 
which carries the sign to be displayed, re 
?ectors carried by said side walls, converg 
ing re?ectors contiguous to said side walls at, 
the top thereof and spaced at their upper 
edges to form a light admission opening. said 
converging re?ectors returning downwardly 
into the device light admitted and re?ected 
upwardly by the reflectors on, the side walls 
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whereby theadmitted light. is virtually 
trapped within the device and controlled 

' until it is ‘constrained to emerge through the 
characters on the sign wall, 7 V 

2.‘ An advertising or like sign according 
to claim 1, comprising in combination‘with 
the re?ectors contiguous to the light admis 
sion opening of thedevice, re?ectors oppo 
site the window-connecting the‘lower part 
ofsaid side walls adapted to effect re?ection 
to the walls‘ carrying the‘ sign'characters of‘ 
the admitted perpendicular light. 

3. All advertising or like sign of the kind: 
adapted to be illuminated by daylight con~ 
structed of open channel form comprising 

‘ slightly diverging side walls, the upper parts 
of which‘ converge towards one another and 
the bottom of the channel being deepest in 
the middle symmetrical to each side thereof, 
the said walls and bottom carrying re?ec 

‘ tors and one of the sides translucent sign 
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characters. 7 " 

4. An advertising orlike sign adapted to i 
be illuminated by daylight comprising, a 
frame like curved re?ector bounding a light 
admission opening, re?ecting side walls de 
pending from said curved re?ecting surface, 
and re?ectors opposite'said light admission 
opening connecting the lower part ‘ofsaid 
side walls said side walls carrying the sign“ 
characters of the device, whereby the light 
admitted through the said frame like re?ec 
tor is diffused‘ through the sign‘ characters. 

5. An advertisingor like sign adapted to 
be illuminated‘ by daylight comprising ‘a 
frame like re?ector, opposed side walls de 
pending from said re?ect-or, re?ectors on ‘said 
side Walls, translucent sign characters 
formed on said side walls, re?ectors connect~ 
ing the lower part of said side walls, the 
said re?ectors co-operating to control the 
light admitted through the frame like re 
?ector into the sign to constrain it to move 
through'sign characters formed on ‘saidv side ‘ 
walls. ‘ 

6. An advertising or like sign according to 
claim 5, formed from a tube of transparent 
material whereby the‘ frame like re?ector, 
side walls‘ and the re?ectors connecting the 
lower part of said side walls are integrally 
formed, and'metal plates closing the ends of 

‘for connection tof‘sus 
‘pending means. , ‘ ‘ 

7 . A glass tube foriuse in making an ad 

8. A glass‘ tube for use in making an ad 
vertising sign," adapted for illumination‘by 
daylight, comprising seven ‘facets, three at 
the upper portion of the tube including‘ two 
outer opaque and‘ re?ecting facets, and an 
intermediate translucent top facet for admit 
ting light into the tube, two bottom opaque 
re?ecting facets, and two side facets having 
‘both opaquere?ecting portions and translu 
cent portions, the arrangement of the facets‘ 
being such that light admitted through the a 
window and striking the upper re?ecting ‘ 
facets is directed to the opposite side facets, 
light striking the bottom facets is directed 
to the upper ‘re?ecting facets and thence to 
the side facets, and light striking the opaque 
portion of the side facets is 
opposite side‘facets. 

9. An advertising or like sign adapted to ‘i a, , a 
be illuminated by daylight, comprising a 
glass tube including a translucent top‘wall 
and side walls, said side walls bein con 
verted into a mirror for internal re ection 
and having translucent ‘portions carrying ad 
vertising characters, whereby‘ advertise 
ments on the side walls may be exhibited at 
one and the same time in opposite directions 
by illumination by daylight entering through 
the top Wall. ‘ ‘ 

10. A translucent tube for use in making 
an advertising sign adapted to be illumi 
nated‘ by daylight, including side walls for 
the sign characters and corresponding up 
per and lower walls and a translucent top 
wall connecting said upper walls intended 
forpermitting the admission of light, the 
said side walls and corresponding upper 
and lower walls being designed so as to be, 
adapted torform re?ectors to re?ect light‘ 
entering the top directly or indirectly to the ‘ ‘ 
side Walls. 
In testimony whereof, I a?ix‘ my signature. 

GENNADY FRENKEL. 

.‘110. 

vertising sign adapted to be illuminatedbyl ' 
daylight, including side vwallshaving trans 
lucent sign‘ characters thereon,v upper and‘ 
lower walls, anda window intermediate the 
upper walls, permitting admission of light 
into the tube, portions of said side Walls 
and said upper and lower walls being opaque 
and re?ecting, whereby light entering said 
window and not passing directly through 
said characters is re?ected directly or indie-v V 
rectly tothe side Walls. > 

directed to the 
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